
Homer’s Secret Odyssey
Ship’s Log 

The travels of Odysseus from Troy to Calypso’s island 
linked to lunations and the solar year

FOR centuries ships’ captains have kept logs or journals of their voyages across the oceans of 

the world and recorded the passing days, their position and events that befell their crews. 

When reading in the Odyssey how Odysseus held the Phaeacian court spellbound as he 

recounted his adventures, the idea arose that it might be possible to create a hypothetical 

Ship’s Log based on his lunar adventures across the wine-dark seas. This would test the idea 

that phases of the moon were linked to the rhythms of Odysseus’s adventures and the journey 

of the sun along the ecliptic during the course of a solar year.

This pdf file is a copy of the Ship’s Log from the printed edition of Homer’s Secret Odyssey 

which for technical reasons could not be included in the e-book. 

The Log draws together many of the metaphorical events linked to Homer’s annual calendar 

system which can be found in the narrative of the Odyssey: 

• Despair at the dark of moon

• The return of good fortune at the sighting of the new crescent

•  Sailing days as phases of the moon

•  Adventures taking place in the constellations of the zodiac

•  The entwining of lunations with the passage of the sun along the ecliptic

•  A model 19-year cycle, c. 2300 BC ,when Aquarius marked the winter solstice and 

Leo the summer solstice

•  Fine tuning of the lunar calendar with the solar calendar

• The incidence of intercalary months within the cycle

• Heliacal risings of constellations used to track the position of the sun.  



Panel 1:  The 19-year cycle of the Iliad-Odyssey

Year BC  
2314-13 Year 1  Odysseus leaves Ithaca with the appearance of a new crescent moon on the winter 

solstice which marks Day One of Year One of  the 19-year luni-solar cycle.
2313-12  2
2312-11  3
2311-10  4
2310-09  5
2309-08  6
2308-07  7
2307-06  8
2306-05 9   During the ninth solar year, the Iliad takes place. Hector dies at the summer solstice and 

his funeral takes place a little later.
2305-04 10   Troy falls at the dark moon following the winter solstice. Odysseus sails for home at 

the appearance of the new crescent. The first part of his adventures end when Odysseus 
confronts Circe during the moon’s dark period following the summer solstice.

2304-03 11    A year passes and Odysseus leaves Circe’s island with the new crescent at the summer 
solstice. The second  part of his adventures end when he reaches Calypso’s island at the 
winter solstice.

2303-02 12       (1)    Odysseus remains a captive on Calypso’s island for almost eight years.
2302-01 13       (2)
2301-00 14       (3)
2300-99 15       (4)
2209-98 16       (5)
2298-97 17       (6)
2297-96 18       (7)
2296-95 19       (8)    The Odyssey begins 39 days before the winter solstice. Odysseus leaves 

Calypso twelve days later and sails homeward. During his stay of two nights with the 
Phaeacians he recounts his homeward adventures after the fall of Troy. After leaving the 
Phaeacians, he arrives on Ithaca five days before a new crescent moon at the winter 
solstice. Odysseus’s identity is revealed when the new crescent appears in the evening of 
the winter solstice. At this point one 19-year luni-solar cycle of 235 lunations  is completed

2295 … 1         A new cycle begins.
In Chapter 4, Elements of Time, the authors explained how a 19-year cycle could be 

represented by the years 2314 BC – 2295 BC and which are listed in Panel1, The 19-year 

cycle of the Iliad-Odyssey. Odysseus’s adventures take place during the 10th and 11th years of 

the cycle. They begin as the 10th year commences with the sighting of the first new crescent 

after the winter solstice, the evening Odysseus sails away from his encounter with the 

Cicones. His adventures and the 11th year of the cycle draw to a close the night Odysseus 

reaches Calypso’s island of Ogygia. The 11th year of the 19-year cycle has important 

calendrical implications. After  a year’s break with Circe, Odysseus’s homeward journey and 

the calendar recommence in the 11th year with the sighting of the new crescent at the summer 

solstice and so momentarily adjusts  the 354 days of the lunar calendar with the 365 days of 



the solar calendar. The 11th year is also an example of an intercalary year when an extra 

month was inserted into the lunar calendar. 

Design of the Ship’s Log

The title above each monthly table names the constellation/s in which the sun lies during the 

adventure listed beneath. 

The first of the table’s four columns, ‘Phase of the Moon & Day of the Month’ gives the 

phase of the moon, the sequential number of the lunation (out of 235) since Odysseus left 

Ithaca for Troy and the day of that specific lunar month. The appearance of the new crescent 

moon is Day 1 and depending on whether it is a full or hollow month, ends on either Day 29 or 

Day 30. It can be difficult to determine exactly when the new crescent appears but we used the 

guide-line that the new crescent can be seen just before dusk when 5% of the moon is 

illuminated. Similarly the ‘dark’ period of the moon is taken to be three days when this is not 

always the case. The moon may ‘disappear’ for only two days or may not be seen for four 

days. 

The second column, ‘Position of the Sun’ marks the star in a constellation that is nearest the 

place of the sun on the ecliptic when an adventure begins. The sun’s passing through the Milky 

Way and heliacal risings are also recorded.

The third column, ‘Adventure’ gives a summary of Odysseus’s exploits during a lunation.

The  fourth  column, ‘Date’ gives  the year,  month and day in the Gregorian calendar  of a 

particular event.

It will be noticed in the following chapters that days and months of the year given for the 

solstices and equinoxes’, the days of the year on which the equinoxes and solstices occur 

change over long periods of time. Today the earth’s axis is inclined at approximately 23º 26′, 

but c. 2300 BC, it was approximately 23º 57′. Today, the winter and summer solstices occur 



on or about 22 December and 21 June, while the spring and autumn equinoxes fall on or 

about 21 March and 22 September. At c. 2300 BC and reckoning by the Gregorian calendar, 

the winter solstice fell on 9 January, the summer solstice on 14 July, the spring equinox on 10 

April and the autumn equinox on11 October. These are the dates used in the Ship’s Log to 

plot the path of the sun. The Gregorian calendar adjusted to compensate for precession of the 

equinoxes is used throughout Homer’s Secret Odyssey.

Computer astronomy programmes can project the skies of ancient times with great accuracy, 

and the observational point on earth chosen for the Ship’s Log is Chios (38° 22′N 26° 06′E), 

the frequently cited birthplace of Homer. Computer programmes were used to construct the 

Log and data is derived from TheSky by Software Bisque. 

Embarking on the Ship’s Log was a voyage into uncharted waters with a great sense 

of expectation.  If navigated successfully it could provide support for the view that the stories 

of the Iliad-Odyssey cycle were the backbone of a calendrical model or template  that could 

have been used when Regulus, α Leonis, was ‘king’ at the summer solstice and Polyphemus 

and the stars of Taurus reigned at the vernal equinox. 



Ship’s Log of Odysseus’s Voyages
First month 
Sun in Pisces 
Cicones overwhelm Odysseus (9.39 – 9.67)  
Zeus sends a hurricane (9.66 – 9.78)

Day of month, 
Phase of  moon

Position of 
the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

Last hours of dark 
of moon.

1    New Crescent
      113th Lun.     )

γ Piscium
Southern Fish

Cicone warriors arrive in the morning, beat back Odysseus 
and his men and kill six men from each of 12 ships. 

With the new crescent moon, Odysseus’s fleet sets sail.
The men taken represent the 72 days to the spring equinox.

 Jan  29

 2 30
 3 31
 4 Feb   1   
 5 2 
 6 3 
 7     1st Qtr 4 
 8 5 
 9 6 
10 7 
11 8 
12 9 
13 10 
14     11 
15    Full 12 
16 13 
17 14
18 15
19 16
20 17
21 18
22    3rd Qtr Hurricane strikes ships, land and sea hidden by cloud. 19
23  Fleet runs before the storm. 20
24 21
25 22
26 Sails torn to shreds. 23
27 Sails lowered and stowed for safety. 24
28    Dark          ● Fleet forced to row towards land. 25
29    Dark          ● ε Piscium On reaching land, the fleet takes shelter for two nights and 

two days.  
Day   1   Resting 

26

30  Dark            ● Day   2   Resting 27



Second month 
Sun leaves Pisces and enters Aries and Cetus
Odysseus doubles Cape Malea   (9.80 – 9.104)

Day of month, 
Phase of  moon

Position of 
the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

1       Crescent
 114th Lun.          )

ζ Piscium On the third morning, the storm abates. 
Masts are raised, sails hoisted and the fleet sails safely on 
towards Cape Malea.

Feb   28

 2 *29
 3  Mar    1 
 4 2
 5      3
 6 4
 7    1st Qtr 5
 8 6
 9 α  Piscium 7
10 8
11 9
12 10
13    11
14    Full   12
15 13
16 14
17 15
18 16
19 17
20 18
21    19
22   3rd Qtr α Arietis Odysseus tries to sail round Cape Malea and head towards 

Cythera, but while doubling the Cape the winds and 
currents are hostile and drive his ships southwards. 
Day   1   Running before the wind.

20

23 Day   2   Running before the wind. 21
24 Day   3   Running before the wind. 22
25 Day   4   Running before the wind. 23
26 Day   5   Running before the wind. 24
27    Day   6   Running before the wind. 25
28    Dark           ● Cetus Day   7   Running before the wind. 26
29    Dark           ● Day   8   Running before the wind. 27
30    Dark           ● Day   9   Running before the wind. 28

* Leap  Year - The Gregorian calendar adjusted to compensate for precession of the equinoxes was used 
throughout this study.



Third month
Odysseus leaves the Lotus Eaters (9.85-104)
Sun in Taurus: Goat island and Polyphemus (9.105-9.565)

Day of month, 
Phase of  moon

Position of
 the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

 Last hours of 
dark of moon

1       Crescent
 115th Lun.          )

Aries/Cetus Day  10. In the morning two men and a herald go ashore to 
explore in the land of the Lotus Eaters.  The inhabitants do 
them no harm but feed them the flower of the Lotus which 
makes the trio reluctant to leave.

The weeping men are brought back to the ships and tied 
beneath the benches before the fleet sets sail again towards 
the land of the Cyclopes.. 

Mar   29

 2 30
 3 31
 4 Apr    1 
 5 2
 6    1st  Qtr 3
 7 4
 8 5
 9 6
10 7
11 8
12 9
13 η Tauri It is 72 days since 72 men were taken by the Cicones 10
14     Full Spring 

equinox
. 11

15   12
16 13
17 14
18 15
19 16
20 Milky Way 

begins
17

21     3rd Qtr Taurus 18
22 19
23 α  Tauri Land of the lawless Cyclopes appears. 20
24 Auriga Neither near nor far away from the island of Polyphemus lies 

an uninhabited island overrun with goats. 
21

25 A god guides the fleet through a dark misty night to a harbour 
where the crews go ashore and fall asleep.

22

26                   Capella and 
the Kids
(Auriga)

Seeing many wild goats Odysseus organises a hunt to 
replenish stores. The men are divided into three parties and 
kill 9 goats for each of 12 ships (9 x 12 = 108). Odysseus 
takes 10 more for himself (108 + 10 + 118). The men then 
feast throughout the day and at sunset sleep on the sea shore. 
In the distance can be seen the land of the Cyclopes and the 
sailors can hear the noise of men and beasts.

23



27   Dark        ● Odysseus takes one ship and 12 crewmen to the land of the 
Cyclopes where they find a cave with baskets of cheeses and 
pens of sheep and kids. Odysseus ignores pleas to leave, and 
they are all trapped when Polyphemus returns and seals the 
cave’s entrance with a massive stone. The stone is so huge that 
22 fourwheeled wagons would not be enough to move it (4 x 22 
= 88). After Polyphemus devours two seamen and falls asleep, 
Odysseus is about kill Polyphemus with his sword when he 
realises it would leave them all trapped in the cave.

24

28    Dark       ● In the morning Polyphemus devours two more men before 
leaving the cave. Odysseus sees a large stake of green olive 
wood which is sharpened and hardened in the fire. Four men are 
chosen by lot to help Odysseus overcome the Cyclops. After 
Polyphemus returns he devours two more men before Odysseus 
plies him with wine and makes him drunk.  While Polyphemus 
sleeps, Odysseus and his four companions take a hardened olive 
stick and drill out the monster’s single eye. Polyphemus calls for 
help and his fellow countrymen come running and cry out to 
him: ‘Who has harmed you?’ ‘Noman’, replies Polyphemus, at 
which the Cyclopes go on their way. 

25

29    Dark       ● Heliacal rising 
of Aries  

To let his sheep out of the cave, blinded Polyphemus must move 
the stone blocking the entrance. To escape without being caught, 
Odysseus fastens rams together in threes and ties a man 
underneath each middle one; selecting the finest ram for himself 
they leave the cave. When safely out Odysseus and his men 
steal sheep and drive them to their ship before rowing away. 
Safely at sea, Odysseus mocks Polyphemus who throws such a 
large stone at them that it causes a tidal wave that drives them to 
Goat island where the rest of the fleet waits. There they sacrifice 
the ram and feast until sunset.

26



 Fourth month
Sun in Milky Way and Gemini
Odysseus stays with Aeolus (10.1 –10.76)

Day of month, 
Phase of moon

Position of
 the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

1      Crescent
 116th Lun.     )

Milky Way 
continues
 

 At dawn the ships’ cables are cut and the fleet rows 
sorrowfully from Goat island towards Aeolia, island home 
of Aeolus, King of the Winds.
88 wagon wheels represent the 88 days from the 1st new 
crescent after the spring equinox to the 1st crescent after 
the summer solstice.

Apr  27

 2 28
 3 29
 4 Surrounding Aeolia is a wall of bronze and a sheer cliff. 

Odysseus and his men make their way to the palace where 
Aeolus, his wife and children feast continually. Aeolus’s 
six daughters are the wives of his six sons. 

30

 5 Aeolus welcomes Odysseus and his men  and questions 
them about Troy, their ships and the return of the heroes 
from that city. They enjoy Aeolus’s hospitality for one 
month.

 May   1   

 6 2 
 7     1st Qtr 3 
 8 4 
 9 β Tauri 5 
10 ζ Tauri 6 
11 7 
12 8 
13 9 
14     Full 10
15  11
16 12
17 1 Gem. 13
18 14
19 15
20   16
21     3rd Qtr 17
22 18 
23 19 
24 20
25 21
26 22
27 23
28  Dark         ● 24
29  Dark         ● 25
30  Dark         ● 26



Fifth month
Sun in Gemini and Cancer
Odysseus leaves Aeolus (10.20 – 10.80)   
Eleven ships lost to the Laestrygonians (10.80 – 10.103)

Day of month, 
Phase of moon 

Position of 
the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

 1       Crescent 
 117th Lun       )

27

 2 28

 3 29

 4 30

 5 On leaving, Aeolus gives Odysseus a bag of winds which he ties 
with a silver cord. A west wind helps them on their way and 
they sail for nine days without facing any danger.
Day   1  Sailing

31

 6   1st Qtr Milky Way 
ends

Day   2  Sailing   Jun  1  

 7      Day   3  Sailing 2 

 8 Day   4  Sailing 3 

 9 ε Geminorum Day   5  Sailing 4 

10 Day   6  Sailing 5 

11 Day   7  Sailing 6 

12 Day   8  Sailing 7 

13 Day   9  Sailing 8 

14     Full Full  moon 
rises in
Capricornus

Day  10  Odysseus’s  men  can  see  the  home  fires  of  Ithaca. 
Odysseus had been at the tiller for 9 days and falls asleep with 
exhaustion. His men believe the bag contains treasure but when 
they open it stormy winds fly out. On waking, Odysseus is so 
dismayed he considers throwing himself overboard but instead 
lies down and covers his head with a cloak. Fierce winds drive 
them back to Aeolus’s floating island.   

9 

15 Day   1   Driven back 10

16 Day   2   Driven back 11

17 Day   3   Driven back 12

18 Day   4   Driven back 13

19 Day   5   Driven back 14

20   3rd Qtr Day   6   Driven back 15

21     Day   7   Driven back 16

22 Day   8   Driven back 17

23 Day   9   Driven back 18



24 Helical rising of α 
Geminorum
Castor and  β 
Geminorum
Pollux

Day 10   They land once more on Aeolus’s island where the 
men eat and drink. Odysseus takes a member of the crew and 
a messenger who sit at the door posts of the palace. Aeolus is 
far from welcoming and orders them to leave immediately. 
With no wind to help they row for six days towards the land 
of the Laestrygonians.   Day 1 Rowing

19

25 δ  Cancri Day   2   Rowing 20

26 Day   3   Rowing 21

27    Dark       ● Day   4   Rowing 22

28    Dark       ● Day   5   Rowing 23

29    Dark       ● Day   6   Rowing 24



Sixth month
Sun in Leo
Odysseus kills a stag (10.156 – 10.184)
Odysseus and Circe  (10.183 –10.465)

Phase of moon
Day of month

Position of
 the sun

Adventure Date
2305 BC

Last hours of 
dark of moon

1       Crescent
118th Lun       )

α Cancri Day 7. The fleet of 12 ships arrives in the land of the 
Laestrygonian giants. Eleven of Odysseus’s ships moor in a 
narrow but calm harbour surrounded by steep cliffs. Odysseus 
anchors someway off and ties his ship’s cables to a rock. Two men 
plus a messenger are sent to explore and meet  the daughter of 
Antiphates, king of the Laestrygonians.  She leads them to the 
palace where Antiphates’s huge wife calls to her husband, who 
eats one of Odysseus’s men as the other two flee to the ships. 
Antiphates raises the alarm and other Laestrygonian giants throw 
big boulders and destroy all of Odysseus’s ships except his own, 
and spear men like fishes and take them home for their meal.
Odysseus  cuts his ship loose and tells the men to row for their 
lives. He sails on happy to have escaped but sad to have lost men 
and ships.

Jun 25

 2 26

 3 27

 4 28

 5 29

 6  30  

 7     1st Qtr Jul   1

 8 2

 9 3

10 4

11 5

12 6

13 7

14      Full 8

15 9

16 10

17 11

18 12

19 Summer 
Solstice

Mid-point of the 19-year solar cycle which began on 2314 BC and 
ends 2295 BC.

13

20 α  Leonis 14

21      3rd Qtr 15

22 16

23 17

24 18



25 19

26  20

27  ρ Leonis Odysseus’s ship arrives at Aeaea, the island home of the witch 
Circe. A god guides them into the harbour where they go ashore in 
silence and rest for two nights and two days.
Night 1.

21

28     Dark      ● Night 2. 22

29     Dark      ● On the third day Odysseus is returning to his ship after surveying 
the land when a great stag crosses his path and he kills it by 
striking it in the middle of its back.  His men welcome the food 
and they feast all the rest of the day and go to bed as the sun sets.

23

30     Dark      ●

New crescent 
imminent

In the morning no one can tell in which direction the sun rises or 
sets, but the island  according to Odysseus  appears round and low 
with smoke coming from a chimney. Odysseus divides his men 
into two groups of 22 plus himself and Eurylochus as their leaders. 
Eurylochus’s men go to the home of Circe and he  later tells 
Odysseus that in her yard were drugged wolves and lions and 
Circe was sweetly singing as she wove a great web. With the 
exception of himself, all of Eurylochus’s men go into her house 
where they are drugged  and turned into  swine.  On his way to 
challenge Circe, Odysseus meets Hermes who gives him the 
black-rooted, white-flowered plant ‘moly’, to ward off her magic. 
When Circe drugs his wine and casts a spell they have no effect. 
Odysseus draws his sword from his side but does not kill Circe 
when she  tells him that  no-one had ever withstood the drug 
before and that he must be Odysseus on his way home from Troy. 
They then go to bed together.  

Jul  24

Odysseus begins his year’s stay with Circe  (10.466)

Last hours of dark 
of moon.

1      Crescent
 119th Lun.          )

δ Leonis Annoyed at Eurylochus’s words of caution Odysseus 
contemplates cutting off his head with his sharp sword.  

Odysseus is bathed and given new clothes by Circe and at his 
request she turns the swine back into men. Odysseus and his 
men begin a year’s luxurious stay with Circe
Note: 88 days have passed from the 1st new crescent after the 
spring equinox to the 1st crescent after the summer solstice.

Jul  25

 2 26

 4 27



The Annual Calendar suspended for a year 

With the appearance of a new crescent moon on July 25, 2305 BC, some 11 days after 

the summer solstice, Odysseus begins his one-year stay on Circe’s island.  At the 

solstice on July 14 the sun was at  Regulus, α Leonis, but with the arrival of the new 

crescent it has now reached a position between the ‘rear legs’ of Leo. 

Eleven months then pass and as the twelfth month reaches its dark period Homer 

recommences both his annual calendar and his account of Odysseus’s adventures. At 

this point the narrative reflects the discord and gloom associated with the dark period: 

Odysseus’s homesick men press him to leave, Circe tells of the horrors he has yet to 

face, he takes Circe to bed and the sailor Elpenor is killed falling off a roof.

The new crescent moon appears on the following day, July 14, 2304 BC, the same day 

as the summer solstice but 11 days earlier than the previous year. Odysseus sets sail for 

an uneventful month’s voyage to Hades. The year’s break has not only continued the 

progress of the 19-year cycle but also brought the annual lunar and solar calendars into 

line with the new crescent moon making its appearance at the summer solstice.

Odysseus’s adventures resume

at the end of the seventh month of the following year




